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Flow of energy (the food chain) 

The ultimate source of energy in almost every ecosystem is the sun. 

Apart from photosynthetic organisms such as plants and algae (organisms lacking true stems, 

root and leaves), every living thing gets it energy from another living thing. 

Predators such as lizards Hunt for Prey such as crickets, crickets in turn feed on plants and 

other animals. 

These feeding relationships among organisms form the back bone in every ecosystem. 

They are the pathways of energy flow from the sun , to producers and then to consumers. 

The organisms in a feeding relationships can be grouped into PRODUCERS AND 

CONSUMERS. 

The consumers in turn, can be grouped according to what they eat- 

 (Herbivores-plant eaters ) 

 Carnivores(meat eaters) and  

 Omnivores(plant and meat eaters) 

Another group of organisms. the scavengers and decomposers feed on dead matter. 

NB: A food chain shows a single pathway from the producers to consumers and how the 

energy flows in their pathway. 

Food chain describes how energy is transferred from one organism to another through feeding 

relationships. 

The arrows in a food chain represent an organism getting eaten by another organism. 

 

EXAMPLE 

Sun--grasshopper (primary consumer)--frog(secondary consumer)---snake(Tertiary 

consumer)--Hawk(final consumer)---fungi e.g mushroom(Decomposers). 

 

1. Construct a food chain using any four of the organisms below 

i. Goat, lizard, bird, snake, earthworm, grass cutter, grass, ant and cassava 

ii. Goat, lizard, bird, snake earth worm, grass cutter, grass, cassava 

2. Use any three of the following to form a food chain 



i. Man, Bird, Green grass, goat, grass and grass hopper 

ii. Rat, hawk, Okro leaves, toad, cassava, man, grass hopper 

SECTION B 

1.  What is food web? 

2. What is food chain? 

Use the information on the simple food chain below to answer the questions below 

Grass   Rat   Snake    Hawk 

3. Which of the organism is the producer? 

4. The primary consumer is the ……………………….. 

5. Which of the organism receives the most Energy? 

 


